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LA SERENISSIMA – THE GOLDEN ERA OF MUSIC IN VENICE 

Patrick Craig 

Patrick will explore the rich musical 

traditions of Venice. Claudio Monteverdi 

not only transformed the music at the 

Basilica of San Marco but also led the way 

in the creation of a new art form - opera. 

We shall look at and listen to works from 

the other musical geniuses who 

developed the musical life of San Marco 

such as Gabrieli and Lotti, as well as 

tracing Monteverdi’s successors in the 

creation of Venetian opera, including 

Cavalli and Albinoni. We shall also 

examine and hear music from Antonio 

Vivaldi, the other towering figure of 

Venetian music, who created music both 

for the opera stage and the female 

musicians of the Ospidale della Pietà. 

Patrick Craig is a Vicar Choral at St Paul’s 
Cathedral. For twenty years he combined 
this with an international career singing 
over a thousand concerts with the world-
renowned early music consort The Tallis 
Scholars. He also sings with the award-
winning group The Cardinall’s Musick. He 
founded and conducts this country’s 
leading all-female professional choir, 
Aurora Nova. He has conducted concerts 
for the BBC Proms, the Brighton, Lichfield 
and Aldeburgh Festivals, and with the City 
of London Sinfonia. As a Cambridge 
history graduate with a lifelong interest in 
the arts, he has gone on to lead choral 
workshops for amateur singers across the 
world, where he places music in its 
historical and cultural context. He regularly 

lectures for the St Paul’s Adult Education 
programme and for John Hall’s Venice 
Courses, which have allowed him to 
incorporate his interests in theology, art 
and poetry.  

In 2020, when his singing and conducting 
work disappeared overnight as a result of 
the Covid pandemic, Patrick poured all his 
experience into online presentations which 
have raised vital funds for the Help 
Musicians Charity. 
 

 


